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1. In two columns below, list the way Paul contrasts his message with the message of others.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When Paul refers to a “demonstration of the Spirit’s power,” he is likely referring to 

_________________ which he could do. Some miracles were for ___________________ of God’s 

message and others were for ____________________ from God that the person speaking was 

His authorized speaker.  

2. Paul speaks of God’s secret wisdom to refer to the ____________ which God had been gradually 

revealing since the world _________.  

3. Paul said he received the message he had given them from the ___________ _________. While 

the Holy Spirit allowed inspired writers to use their own knowledge and writing style, His 

guidance extended even to the __________ the writer used.  

4. Paul says he did not come with man’s eloquence or ___________, but he came with both a 

___________________ of the Spirit and the _____________ of the Spirit. We should give such a 

message very high ____________________.  

5. Paul feels primarily responsible to ___ __________. At the coming of the Lord, he will bring to 

light ________ ____________, expose men’s __________, and give ______________ to whom it 

is due. Paul emphasizes that all men in the church are just co-workers and no one should take 

__________ in one over the other. _______ will help them keep from this problem.  

6. Apollos had earlier not properly understood about _____________. A Christian couple, 

____________ and ______________ took him aside and taught him about this topic. Later 

Apollos came to ________________ where he taught correctly and refuted the Jews in public 

_________. Even though Paul had some reasons to place himself above Apollos, he said it was 

not right to place either above the other, thus showing the spirit of ____________.  

7. List below some of the terms Paul uses to describe the message he brought to the Corinthians:  

 

 

 

 

For the next lesson, read 1 Corinthians 10:1-14 and 15:33. 
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